Conditions for Publication for Photographs by Rosalie “Rollie” Thorne McKenna
(apply in combination with CCP licensing invoice)

**For printed materials:**
The reproduction(s) may not be cropped, bled off the page, overprinted with text, printed across the gutter, or altered in any way.

Full documentation and photographer credit must appear either adjacent to the reproduction(s), on the page facing or page verso, as follows:

```
[title, date]
Photograph by Rollie McKenna
```

A copyright notice and collection credit must also be printed, but may be placed in a separate credit section if preferable:

© Rosalie Thorne McKenna Foundation

Courtesy Center for Creative Photography, The University of Arizona Foundation

**For Digital / Electronic use (e.g. website, mobile app, etc.):**
The image(s) may not exceed 650 pixels on the longest edge at 72ppi (72ppi maximum resolution at any size).

Image caption including title, date, photographer credit, collection credit, and copyright notice must appear adjacent to the image as follows:

```
[title, date]
Photograph by Rollie McKenna

© Rosalie Thorne McKenna Foundation

Courtesy Center for Creative Photography, The University of Arizona Foundation
```

**Post-Publication Audit and Archive materials:**
Website links must be sent to ccp-rrinfo@email.arizona.edu within 24 hours of publishing. For physical/consumer products (books, periodicals, disc media, etc.), the Center requires two copies of the publication (in each format) be sent to the Center’s Image Resources and Copyright Management department within thirty days of publication. In the case of eBook or mobile App, access code for digital content delivery through applicable channel (Amazon, Kindle, iTunes, etc.) is required to be emailed to ccp-rrinfo@email.arizona.edu within thirty days of public release.

ACCEPTANCE OF—AND ADHERENCE TO—THE CONDITIONS FOR PUBLICATION LISTED ABOVE ARE REQUIRED FOR THE USE OF THE PHOTOGRAPH(S) BY ROSALIE “ROLLIE” THORNE McKENNA. FAILURE TO REPRESENT AND DOCUMENT THE PHOTOGRAPH(S) AS INDICATED ABOVE MAY RESULT IN AN ASSESSMENT OF ADDITIONAL FEES AT TWICE THE CURRENT COMMERCIAL RATES. ADDITIONAL TERMS MAY APPLY AS LISTED ON THE LICENSING INVOICE. IN THE EVENT OF CONFLICTING TEXT, THE INVOICE SUPERCEDES THIS CONDITIONS DOCUMENT FOR THE SPECIFIC TERM(S) IN QUESTION.

Please direct inquiries to CCP Image Resources & Copyright Management
Phone 520-621-9489  Fax 520-621-9444  Email ccp-rrinfo@email.arizona.edu
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